DATA INNOVATION IN LIFE
SCIENCE MANUFACTURING
An Interaction of Systems

Data Innovation in Life Science Manufacturing
– Interaction of Systems
Companies are investing in topics such as Manufacturing Intelligence, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Machine Learning (ML), aiming at creating an interaction between
operational processes and analytical systems that will impact each other.
This corresponds to an optimal, digitalized world, where operative and analytical processes are designed as a closed-loop concept or are coordinated with each other.
Data-driven analyses enable continuous monitoring and control of processes, resulting
in the best quality with the optimal use of resources.
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The operational World
Companies in life sciences invest a lot of money in planning and setting up their infrastructure for the production
ranging from simple substances to highly sensitive biocomponents. Their goal is to process basic substances
or combinations thereof throughout several production
stages and at different locations, e.g., by mixing, stirring,
brewing, boiling, cooling, and separating — either mechanically or chemically. Engineers design these systems in
a way that allows for smooth and continuous production,
e.g., by utilizing a 24/7 production with three eight-hour
shifts per day.

The sensor technology and computer systems used for
this purpose, as well as the data generated during these
processes, should enable a smooth production. We call
this the operative world with operative data and its storage.
Optimizing this operative world and relevant processes
usually takes place after a lot of money has already been
invested in the infrastructure. In the future the optimization should be included in the planning from the very beginning.

How data can help us
Generating and the storing of data is a standard process.
But experience shows that data offers so much more. It
becomes exciting, for example, when you want to understand processes and the undertainty associated with them.
This understanding is needed as a basis for optimizing,
monitoring, predicting, or supporting automated decisions, and finally, fulfilling the regulatory requirements in life
science.
The main motivators for understanding processes and
quality are a) the companies themselves, b) regulators
such as the European Medicines Agency and the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration and c) and the buyers of
the manufactured products:
a)

To optimize process-control and -management practices, companies need to know exactly what happens
where and how. The managers in charge must always
be informed about the current production status, its
quality and possibly about the predicted final quality
to make decisions.

b)

Regulators set certain standards of information requirements that must be met. The systems themselves
must meet these standards for validation.

c)

The responsible owners for the next process stages
or external buyers demand proof of agreed product
and process specifications. If possible, the status
and quality of these is reported even during running
batches

We have noticed that many companies are currently standardizing the operational side. They are trying to operate
with systems that enable such standardization but also
support changes. This is important because infrastructures and their data change over time. For example, new
sensors may be added, and old systems may be replaced
partially or completely due to wear and tear. Or, because
new products require new settings. This is a continuous
process of changes.
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Standardization versus
Individualization
We love standardization because it makes the work of our analysis specialists
and architects easier. Therefore, we also
work with companies like OSIsoft. They
integrate the infrastructure on the operational side (assets), collect their data and
control processes (events).
However, despite standardization, every
plant or production facility has a different hardware infrastructure and sensor
technology. This means that every new
system must be adapted to the individual
environment. Even with systems of identical construction, there are differences
since every process varies, e.g. because
of external influences like temperature

Your data for innovation and improvement
Let us turn to the data world, where innovation and improvement is the key.
More precisely, it is about understanding processes and their effect on quality, optimizing and making
quality predictions, developing completely new processes, and combining this knowhow to control
the operational world online (Streaming Analytics as decision support and decision automation).

No added value without good preparation
Let us look at the data that comes from various production systems. This data must be available in a quality that
that is suitable for analysis in the first place. Measurement
data, however, cannot be analysed directly and must thus
be prepared accordingly. Process data, for example, often contains aggregations that are useful in an operational world but not in the analytical world. To adjust this is
where the challenges and the greatest effort lie in every
project.

Measurement data, for example, contains hundreds, thousands, or even tens of thousands of characteristics that
need to be analysed. While humans have a hard time trying
to imagine more than three measurement dimensions, applied statistics and data science do not know these human
limits. Therefore, software and data science specialists are
needed to handle such complexities.
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From data to added value
The task of the classical data infrastructure is to provide
data scientists with prepared data that allows them to reveal previously unknown or assumed relationships. This is
called raw data, which is unprocessed in terms of dimensionality, time, events, and processing plants.

It is the data scientist‘s decision how to compile the data
(extraction), load it, visualize it for the first time (graphical
representation of process data), refine it, and finally structure it in a way that can be used for analysis (transformation). If these processes work well, they can be automated.

Architecture example:

This brings us back to the topics of Artificial Intelligence
(AI), Machine Learning and Data Science. All these algorithms can only be successfully applied if an appropriate
data basis of high quality is available.
E.g.: Would we sit in a self-driving car if we did not trust the
sensory data that is collected?

There is no „perfect“ algorithm, each has its advantages
and disadvantages.
In our bi-annual trainings with Professor Dr Diego Kuonen
we explain which application of the algorithms is suitable
in which context - Big Data Analytics Training. This training
is also available as a workshop.
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Data understanding for innovation
Let us go back to the operational world. We have many
systems that produce data that is relevant to the operational process.
The classic way of combining all data is known as data
warehousing, data lakes or big data.

We understand analytics and its different forms as a process leading from data and analyses to facts and decisions.
To begin with innovation, optimizing, and automating decisions we need access to the data.

Let us just call it data: Key to success is the understanding
of its Variety, Velocity and being able to deal with its Volume. By combining all of these you should get to a Veracity
of data = trust in data and its quality that allows you to
create a value, a better superior information that has the
potential to generate an impact (Value).

Choosing classic methods such as data warehousing can
be time consuming – time you do not have. On the other
hand, every analysis software has interfaces to different
source systems. But if you use several tools or if you program everything yourself this may become difficult to manage

What is an efficient alternative?
Imagine an architecture that allows a quick and easy access to different data in different forms. E.g. Data Virtualization. Speed related to data access is crucial. The more
sources are standardized, the easier it becomes, knowing
that there is no such thing as a perfect world.
In a successful case you can optimize individual processes (e.g., better yield through optimized stirring speed and
temperature).

In the best case you can optimize and automate entire process chains (e.g., batch process monitoring, online optimization, and quality predictions for the final product).
Imagine you could run 50 bioreactors in parallel and automatically adjust 30 different model-based“ settings for
optimization. This way you could optimize the yield in the
shortest time possible. Alternatively, you could have hundreds of reference points and many models where you can
compare process data and monitor deviations.
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Three systems for analysis - one methodology
Our customers usually operate three systems. One is a socalled development system in which new analyses are set
up, tried out and tested. It can also be called data science
lab or just data science lab.
Evaluations that work and are conducted repeatedly (i.e.,
in any time intervals or in real time) are extensively tested
using a test system which can also be used for validation
purposes.

To succeed in implementing these processes, you need
a project and process methodology, a common language
and a project understanding that corresponds to this approach. We support you in building up the corresponding
frameworks and competencies.

Finally, after passing the tests, applications are handed
over to a validated production system and its users. If
changes occur in the data sources or in the requirements,
the process starts over in the data lab. Luckily, because
the procedures are set up in a systematic way, only the
respective changes need to be tested and validated. This
saves a lot of time.

With domain-knowhow to success
One of our central advices in context with data and analysis is that without detailed knowledge of the
field (domain-knowhow) it is nearly impossible to correctly interpret the results.
Without this specific knowhow of our customers, algorithmic processes do not lead to success. We
complement this domain-knowhow with our analytical knowledge and experience from many projects. Our roles vary. Some might call us a sparring partner, other see in us an enabler since we help
qualifying ideas and provide services on all project stages.

The solution with StatSoft and CTE
We understand the interaction of operative systems with
analytics as a closed-loop-process. ControlTech Engineering AG is a professional expert in the operative world,
while StatSoft (Europe) GmbH is proficient in the world of
analysis.

This collaborative competence makes us unique.

Your contact at CTE:

Your contact at StatSoft:

Contact us, in case you would like to know more.

Stefan Kramberg
IT/OT Engineer

Cosimo Caforio
Director Data Innovation & Life Science

Tel. +41 (0) 61 927 9943
E-Mail stefan.kramberg@cte.ch

Tel. +41 (0) 56 631 31 10
E-Mail ccaforio@statsoft.ch
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